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“Peace, plenty, and contentment reign throughout our borders, and our beloved country
presents a sublime moral spectacle to the world.”1
-James Knox Polk

Napoleon of the Stump
James Knox Polk, an unfamiliar name in the public sphere, accepted the Democratic
Party’s presidential nomination in the election of 1844.2 He was reluctantly chosen by the
Democrats following the political demise of their first choice, Martin Van Buren.3 After Van
Buren outwardly took a position against expeditious annexation, he was rebuffed by the southern
Democrats, as well as the expansionist Democrats.4 At 49, Polk was not only the first dark horse
candidate to appear on a presidential ballot, but the youngest.5 His obscurity was sharply
contrasted by the well-known Henry Clay, nominated by the Whig Party.6 Clay had a previouslyestablished platform as a statesman, U.S. congressman, and U.S. senator.7 He was thus able to
lead the Whigs in a berating campaign chant, “Who is James K. Polk?” referring to the former
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Tennessee governor’s insignificance.8 However, the major topic of discussion was not the
candidates’ prior fame, but their stances on expansionism.9 Polk was able to secure the
presidency after a narrow defeat against Clay due to his aggressive campaign advocating for land
acquisition.10 U.S. citizens rallied behind Polk’s “Fifty-Four Forty or Fight!” chant, referring to
the northern boundary of the Oregon Territory.11 The campaign earned Polk his nickname
“Napoleon of the Stump.”12 The election of 1844 and the unexpected outcome reflected
America’s desire to fulfill their “manifest destiny,” which would influence the country’s choices,
as well as its identity, for years to come.
From Sea to Shining Sea: The Pursuit of a Multi-Oceanic America
During James K. Polk’s tenure, the United States’ territory increased by over one-third of
its original size, extending from the Atlantic Ocean to the Pacific Ocean for the first time.13 As a
goal-driven man, Polk ambitiously assigned himself four major goals while serving as President:
cut tariffs, reestablish an independent treasury, secure the Oregon Territory, and obtain the
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California and New Mexico Territory from Mexico.14 To add to the degree of such an
undertaking, Polk promised to do so in one Presidential term, as he foresworn reelection.15 A
believer in Jacksonian-democracy, James K. Polk sought to revive the Jacksonian Era by
reinstating institutions that had been ejected by the Whig-dominated Congress.16 Thus, his focus
was centered around Jacksonian foreign policy, strengthening the Executive branch, internal
economic improvements, and territorial expansion.17 Polk desired the California and New
Mexico territory, as well the establishment of a border at the Rio Grande, which would
consequently cede Texas to the United States.18 He also sought to settle an Oregon border just
past the 49th Parcel, which had been disputed by the British.19 The President’s land aspirations
would prove to be immensely impactful for America, as well as for those who stood in his way.
Re-annexation of the Oregon Territory
Oregon was desirable because the land had been contested by both the United States, as
well as Britain.20 Polk, ever the nationalist, was undoubtedly intolerant of sharing fertile land
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with the British. He presumptuously referred to the expansion into the area as the “re-annexation
of Oregon”.21 The President maintained this attitude during negotiations with Britain. After a
compromise was rejected by Britain, Polk abrogated the Treaty of 1818, which had set the
original boundaries of Oregon. This was a warning to the British: America would settle the land
with or without compliance.22 Polk remarked that, “The only way to treat John Bull was to look
him straight in the eye.”, referring to the derogatory personification of Britain. His assertion
proved to work in America’s favor. On July 15, 1846, the Treaty of Oregon was signed at
Washington D.C.23 The boundary was set between the United States and Canada at the 49th
Parcel West of the Rocky Mountains, giving the U.S. modern-day Oregon, Washington, Idaho,
and parts of Montana and Wyoming.24
The Mexican-American War
Mr. Polk, unlike many of his predecessors, was unafraid of conflict. For better or for
worse, he desired the disputed land of Texas, as well as much of Northern Mexico.25 The
territory was valuable to the United States because the pursuit of such land encompassed the
American fulfilment of Manifest Destiny, the justifiable and inevitable spread of U.S.
influence.26 Tensions were high when the newly-independent Texas, led by Sam Houston, was
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annexed by the U.S. Prior to the annexation, Texas had been controlled by Mexican dictator,
Lopez de Santa Anna.27 Another contributor to the Mexican-American conflict was the border
dispute between Texas and Mexico.28 According to Texans, their land extended to the Rio
Grande River.29 The Mexicans claimed the border extended only to the Nueces River, just North
of the Rio Grande. Polk originally intended to purchase the unsettled land, so he dispatched John
Slidell to Mexico in order to negotiate.30 Slidell was given a budget of twenty-million dollars for
the area, not including Texas. Mexico dismissed the offer as an insult. Polk was swift to dispatch
troops across the Nueces border, just as Santa Anna moved his army past the Rio Grande.31
When American soldiers were killed defending against Mexican soldiers at Fort Texas, the
President saw this as an opportunity to justify invasion of Mexico. His appeal to Congress for a
declaration of war was approved and Polk’s army, led by future President Zachary Taylor,
moved hastily onto foreign soil. As witnessed in major battles such as the Battle of Palo Alto, as
well as the Battle of Chapultepec (in which Zachary Taylor captured Mexico City), Polk’s
brilliant battle strategy paired with Taylor’s extraordinary general skills demolished the illprepared Mexican army.32 On February 2, 1847, following the capture of Mexico City, Nicholas
Trist (America’s chosen diplomat) and Mexican diplomats agreed on the Treaty of Guadalupe
Hidalgo.33 The terms of the treaty gave the U.S. New Mexico, California, and a larger-than-
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expected Texas. Most importantly, the 500,000 square mile area stretched all the way to the
Pacific Ocean, giving North America access to vast oceanic opportunities.34
Expansionism and the Nationalist Effect Introduction
The notion that Americans have a divine right, a Manifest Destiny, to impose its ideals on
liberty, government, and democracy on other civilizations has existed since the founding of the
colonies in the 17th century. “We shall be a city upon a hill!” declared future governor of
Massachusetts Bay, John Winthrop.35 The Puritans, the first settled people of New England, were
told that their ability to civilize around a unique combination of Christianity and liberty should
be shared with the rest of the world.36 Over 200 years later, America’s leaders continued to
exude a prophetic-like superiority over any other nation. However, prior to James K. Polk’s
presidency, the United States was not considered a world power. It was Polk’s territorial gain
that substantiated America’s claim that they were a force to be reckoned with.
Expansionism and the Nationalistic Effect
In a documentary by Ken Burns entitled “The West”, respected historian Richard White
was interviewed on American ideology during the U.S. expansionist era.37 White says,
“Americans’ reach exceeds their grasp. Americans can’t do what they might like to do; but the
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time is coming. This is a country that will grow more and more powerful, its ambition is already
there; and there is going to come a time by mid-century where in-fact it can fulfill its ambitions.
When that time comes the West will be an entirely different place.”38 The President’s triumphs
are not just denoted by land gain. Polk’s time in office, as an Executive leader and military hero,
marks a pivotal shift in the American mindset.39 His administration brought forth an ideological
revolution. The re-instilled confidence inspired innovation and new technology, which only
strengthened the United States’ power.40 Those born in the 1840’s and 1850’s would see their
horses turn to automobiles; they would see their candles turn to light bulbs; and they would see
the railroad carry American products across the continent.41 The young North America housed
the “American Dream”; millions of immigrants traveled far and wide to experience the rapid
growth of such a powerful nation.42 This triumphant climb to power was ignited by Polk’s
expansionist campaign.
Mr. Polk’s War
To many, James K. Polk was a brilliant patriot who was responsible for the fulfilment of
the United States’ manifest destiny, and with that, established a justifiable confidence in
American exceptionalism. However, the United States faced several repercussions of Polk’s
imperial policies. Firstly, the United States’ deaths casualties strictly from battle summed to over
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5,800. The number of soldiers who died from disease was approximately 11,000.43 While
Mexican soldiers were desperately defending their land from an imperialistic America, one
ponders what exactly American soldiers were dying for. Did they die for the conquest of Mexico
and California? Or did they feel the same burning desire to fulfill America’s manifest destiny?
Polk had also anticipated an expeditious victory in the Mexican-American War, but the countries
battled for two years before signing the Treaty of Guadalupe Hidalgo.44 Costs are estimated at
$75 million dollars for the U.S., discounting the $15 million paid to Mexico for war damages.45
Most importantly, newly-gained territory resulted in a divisive America. Polk had sufficiently
split the White House by declaring war.46 The Whig party was adamantly opposed to the war as
they feared the extension of slavery.47 As well, the Whig party had moral implications with
taking land by conquest.48 In July 1847, former Whig Senator William Cabell Rives delivered

a speech on the immorality of declaring war on Mexico.49 He emphasized that the US had no
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right to “interfere with the institutions of other countries' and maintained that other people in
other countries should be free to pursue their own happiness and destiny, just as we are able
to enjoy these pursuits without interference.”50 The split in America is also evident through
the slavery dispute. The acquired land upset the balance of slavery, splitting the North and the
South even further. One can see the exponential conflict that follows James K. Polk’s
presidency. For example, “Bleeding Kansas” was a sort of miniature Civil War in 1854 which
consisted of violent confrontations over whether slavery should be instituted in Kansas.51 Polk’s
administration was thus a prelude to America’s bloodiest war.
Expansion of an Empire
The Mexican population was a victim of James K. Polk’s administrative goals. They
experienced tragedy in all its forms. Ulysses S. Grant called Polk’s war “the most unjust war
ever undertaken by a stronger nation against a weaker one.” Statistics-wise, Mexico lost
approximately 25,000 soldiers in battle.52 They lost thousands more due to illness.53 But there is
more tragedy in the moralistic aspects of the war. While Americans refer to the war as the
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“Mexican-American War”, Mexicans refer to it as the “U.S. Invasion”.54 The actions taken by
Polk’s army on Latin soil were the epitome of racism. While the President envisioned a vast
Atlantic-Pacific empire to rule over, he could not simply suggest the subjugation of Mexico. No,
he instead used religion and Thomas Jefferson’s “Empire of Liberty” ideology (America’s
responsibility to spread liberty across the world) to gain the support of his people.55 War
propogandists assisted Polk’s racist attitude by framing the conquest of Mexico as a sort of
charity. They labeled the victims as a “savage and uncivilized people” who needed rescuing by
the United States.56 Mexicans were also said to have been instigators of the conflict.57 There
were many skeptics of the supposed instigation, including Abraham Lincoln.58 In his Spot
Resolutions speech, Lincoln “demands to see the spot where American blood was supposedly
spilled on American soil.” 59As well, the Native American population faced times of despair
following Polk’s reign. With the rapid Mexican Secession, all territories and tribes on such land
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was placed under federal jurisdiction.60 A government report which discussed the Indians of
Southern California asserted that if the Indians “interfered with progress they should be pushed
aside.”61 Several Southwest tribes were forcibly removed to remote desert locations so that goldhungry whites could mine the land.62 Tragically, the dismantlement of Native American tribes
put an abrupt end to much of their independence and autonomy.
Polk’s Tragically Triumphant Reign
Perhaps James Knox Polk was a man that envisioned a bountiful land for the everexpanding America. Maybe Polk saw no other alternative to war after the alleged skirmish on
American soil. It is plausible that he believed he was fulfilling his divine duty by imposing the
American system on independent civilized nations. Or, did the President see a weak people with
land that he could easily exploit? The President was aware of the superiority of his army
compared to the previously-weakened Mexican army. One leading Democrat declared that “The
Mexican population can offer but a slight resistance to the North American race.”63 Present-day
Mexico recalls the Mexican-American War as a truly despotic time in their history. The United
States lives with the guilt of the violence committed on Mexico. Families were literally driven
apart by an artificial border. The war encompassed more than just land, the Pacific, and gold; it
was about a language, a race, and a culture. James K. Polk is credited with the 500,000 square
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miles, but he is also responsible for the oppression of an entire nation.64 It is true that the land
acquisition spurred a sense of patriotism and laid the grounds for economic and industrial
growth.65 However, as an evolved people, Americans must recognize that Polk’s tenure was truly
a tragedy. Mexico must continuously prove that they survived the U.S. Invasion by affirming
their histories as one culture, which depicts how the war has resonated with the Hispanic people.
To summarize, James Knox Polk’s administration is triumphant in that he acquired a massive
sum of land which substantiated America’s claim to power, while also tragically setting the stage
for the Civil War and subjugating the Mexican and Native American populations.
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